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Calculs quantiques pour l’étude des

atmosphères planétaires

1 Motivations pour l’étude des atmosphères
planétaires

2 Pourquoi des calculs quantiques?

3 Un exemple: le spectre interdit du méthane sur
Saturne, Titan et Neptune

Conclusions Apport des mathématiques
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1. Motivations pour l’étude des atmo-
sphères planétaires

• Intérêt per se

• Analyse comparée  Compréhension de notre atmosphère

Ex: étude de Titan dont l’atmosphère est assez proche par certains

aspects de l’atmosphère de la terre primitive sur laquelle la vie est apparue

• Recherche d’empreinte de vie extraterrestre

L’évolution de la composition de l’atmosphère terrestre montre que le

dioxygène en quantité négligeable à l’origine est passé à 21% aujourd’hui.

Celà est due à l’activité photosynthétique des cyanobactéries, du phyto-

plancton, des plantes etc... Donc sur terre la quantité d’O2 est la signature

d’une activité biologique. Si l’on comprend comment évolue la composi-

tion dans le temps des atmosphères planétaires en général, on peut espérer

détecter une activité biotique sur une planète par l’observation d’une asso-

ciation particulière de plusieurs molécules spécifiques dans son atmosphère.
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2. Pourquoi des calculs quantiques?

• Aide à l’identification des espèces présentes

• Détermination de leur abondances

• Détermination des paramètres physiques  Température, pression, ...
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Spectre de la planète HD 189733b dans le proche infra-rouge

et portraits-robots à l’aide de spectres synthétiques

Swain, Vasish, Tinetti, Nature 452, p. 329-331 (20 March 2008)
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Spectre du méthane à deux températures différentes

Wang, Kassi, Liu, Hu, et Campargue, Journal of Molecular Spectroscopy, 261, p.41 (2010)

Les spectres d’une même molécule à 2 températures différentes ne se
ressemblent guère. Les raies sont bien à la même place mais les intensités
sont complètement différentes. Comment obtenir des spectres modèles
à température variable pour fabriquer un portrait robot du spectre de
l’atmosphère observée, comme sur la figure précédente?
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Réponses possibles

• Faire des expériences à toutes températures de 70 K à 3000 K  
irréaliste

• Interpolation empirique entre 2 températures  difficile à haute

température

• Résolution de l’équation de Schrödinger moléculaire stationnaire,

HΨ = EΨ  spectre peut être calculé ab initio à toute température
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3. Spectre rotationnel “interdit” de
CH4

(stratosphere) of several objects. This is especially the
case for methane lines as observed on Titan (and Saturn)
by CIRS (Composite InfraRed Spectrometer) aboard the
Cassini spacecraft [22] (see Fig. 1). Line positions in this
region of the methane spectrum are already well-known,
but it is crucial to also have a very good model for line
intensities for such abundance measurements.

The THz spectrum of methane (which is in fact the R

branch of its pure rotational spectrum) is very weak, since
it is induced by centrifugal distortion effects, as this
highly symmetrical molecule does not have a permanent
dipole moment. It is thus difficult to study in the
laboratory. Because of the importance of this spectrum
for planetology, however, several attempts have been
made previously to record it and to determine effective
dipole moment parameters. A calculation of this induced
dipole moment based on contact transformations was
performed by Hilico et al. [23]. Previously, a low-
resolution high-pressure spectrum was recorded at room
temperature [24]. It has been reinvestigated recently at a
temperature of 113.5 K [25], leading to a reevaluation of
the intensities and an update included in the 2008 edition
of the Hitran database [26]. Up to now, there existed only
one partially resolved infrared absorption spectrum,
recorded by McKellar in 1988 [27], but these results were
never published. Finally, a high resolution molecular
beam Stark measurement of the induced dipole moment
has been reported [28], yielding a quite precise value,
however, relying only on a limited number of Q-branch
lines for J = 2 only.

It thus seemed highly desirable to obtain fully resolved
high-resolution spectra in order to measure accurate
intensities of individual spectral lines, instead of relying
on low-resolution profiles of clusters of lines. This
necessitates both a long-path spectroscopic cell and a

very bright light source in the THz region, in order to
maximize the signal-to-noise ratio. Consequently, the
synchrotron radiation at the AILES beamline of the French
synchrotron SOLEIL combined with a long path White cell
is ideally suited for this purpose.

In this article, we firstly describe the experimental
setup at SOLEIL and the recorded spectra. We then explain
the method used to extract line intensities, the theoretical
model used for the analysis and we finally discuss the
results.

2. Experimental details

The absorption spectra of methane have been recorded
in the 50–500 cm�1 spectral range on the far-infrared
beamline AILES, located at the synchrotron facility SOLEIL
[29,30]. The intense far infrared continuum collected by
the AILES beamline was focused on the entrance aperture
of a high resolution IFS 125 Bruker interferometer,
equipped for this experiment with a 6mm mylar-Silicon
composite beamsplitter and a 4.2 K bolometer fitted with
a cold 600 cm�1 cut-off low pass filter. The scanner
optical velocity was set to 2.53 cm/s.

A multipass cell (in a White type arrangement) was
connected under vacuum to the interferometer and the
optics (2.51 m base length) was adjusted to obtain
151.75(10) m absorption path length. In order to limit
the intense pure rotation absorption lines of water the
entire cell was pumped with a secondary pump while
heated at about 70 1C for about 48 h and cooled down for
another 48 h. The cell was isolated from the interferom-
eter by 2 cm diameter, 50mm thick polypropylene
windows. During the acquisition of the spectra, the
interferometer and the entire beamline were continuously
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Fig. 1. Example of a Cassini CIRS spectrum showing far infrared emission lines of methane.

V. Boudon et al. / Journal of Quantitative Spectroscopy & Radiative Transfer 111 (2010) 1117–11291118

Atmosphère de Titan (32 th Cassini flyby: 950 km, 13/06/2007)
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le spectre rotationnel “interdit” de CH4

4.2. The collision-induced continuum and the dimer features

Absorption in CH42CH4 complexes has been modeled with the Fortran program available on the website
http://www.astro.ku.dk/�aborysow/programs/index.html maintained by Borysow. The resulting spectrum is
plotted from 0 to 200 cm�1 as the dashed curve in Fig. 2. The basis for the analysis is given in Refs. [22] and
[23]. In setting up the problem, the CH42CH4 complex is treated as a pseudo-diatomic with the end-over-end
rotational angular momentum having quantum number l and the ‘‘interatomic’’ stretch having vibrational
quantum number v. Each CH4 pseudo-atom has an octopole moment O, a hexadecapole moment F, and an
(isotropic) polarizability a. The multipole field of one partner (active) in the complex induces a dipole in the
other (passive) through the polarizability of the latter. In a transition, only the active partner can change its
individual angular momentum quantum number J. The corresponding angular moment of the passive partner
plays no role in the analysis. The ‘‘interatomic’’ potential is taken as isotropic and the coupling between the
two angular momenta ~J and ~l is neglected. Each energy level then can be labeled with the quantum numbers
ðv; l; JÞ. For octopole induction, the selection rules for translation–rotation transitions are DJ ¼ 0;�1;�2;�3
and Dl ¼ 0;�2;�4. For hexadecapole induction, the corresponding selection rules are DJ ¼ 0;�1;�2;�3;�4
and Dl ¼ �1;�3;�5. At the frequencies of interest here, the octopole induction dominates; see Fig. 1 of
Ref. [23].

The procedure for synthesizing the binary spectrum consists of two steps. In the first step [22], calculations
were carried out at a series of temperatures from 126 to 297K, matching those of the best experimental data
then available [21,51]. For each temperature T and each multipole moment, a translational spectral function
glðn;TÞ was calculated from first principles, where l ¼ 3 and 4 for octopolar and hexadecapolar induction,
respectively. For each transition, the transition dipole matrix element is determined numerically. The
multipole moments O and F were taken to be linear functions of JðJ þ 1Þ, with DO and DF characterizing the
corresponding J-dependent terms. The synthesized spectrum is then fit to the associated experimental
spectrum [21,51] taken at the same temperature; the only parameters varied were DO and DF. In the second

step [23], a series of 18 temperatures were selected from 50 to 300K. For each ðl;TÞ, the quantum mechanical
spectral function glðn;TÞ was calculated and then fit with an empirical two-component line shape ḡl ðn;TÞ
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Fig. 5. Upper panel: synthetic spectrum of zenith radiation from Saturn at a resolution of 0:5 cm�1. The strongest features arise from

allowed rotational transitions in PH3. The CH4 features are distortion dipole envelopes Rð6Þ, Rð7Þ, and Rð8Þ, with Rð5Þ being obscured by

the lowest frequency phosphine line. Some very weak NH3 transitions (unlabeled) contribute as well. All these lines occur in absorption.

Lower panel: synthetic spectrum of zenith radiation from Neptune at a resolution of 0:5 cm�1. The methane is abundant enough that the

distortion dipole envelopes Rð5Þ to Rð8Þ are the strongest narrow features present. The stratosphere is sufficiently warm that these lines

appear in emission on a continuum arising from collision-induced H22H2 and H22He absorption.

E.H. Wishnow et al. / Journal of Quantitative Spectroscopy & Radiative Transfer 103 (2007) 102–117 113

peut être utilisé pour déterminer l’abondance de CH4 sur
Titan, Saturne et Neptune ... à condition de bien modéliser
l’intensité des raies aux températures de ces objets.
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Ab initio versus experimental
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erreur relative moyenne sur les intensités 5.85 % (fit empirique 6.28 %)

avant ces travaux l’incertitude était de 20 %
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Input des mathématiques

• Combinatoire  parallèlisation du logiciel CONVIV

https://forge.oca.eu/trac/conviv

• Méthode de perturbation généralisée au cas d’un module sur un anneau

non commutatif  Calcul des spectres

P. Cassam-Chenäı, J. Math. Chem. 49, 821 (2011).

• Calcul Moulien  amélioration de la convergence des séries perturba-

tives d’opérateurs effectifs décrivant les rotations moléculaires pour les

états vibrationnels excités

Projet ANR, F. Patras, P. Cassam-Chenäı
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